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Abstract

Enhanced sampling of large number of collective variables (CVs) is inevitable in

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of complex chemical processes such as enzy-

matic reactions. Due to the computational overhead of hybrid quantum mechani-

cal/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) based (MD) simulations, especially together with

density functional theory (DFT), predictions of reaction mechanism and estimation of

free energy barriers have to be carried out within few tens of picoseconds. We show here

that the recently developed Temperature Accelerated Sliced Sampling (TASS) method

allows one to sample large number of CVs, thereby enabling us to obtain rapid con-

vergence in free energy estimates in QM/MM MD simulation of enzymatic reactions.

Moreover, the method is shown to be efficient in exploring flat and broad free energy

basins that commonly occur in enzymatic reactions. We demonstrate this by studying

deacylation and reverse acylation reactions of aztreonam drug catalyzed by a class-C

β lactamase (CBL) bacterial enzyme. Mechanistic details and nature of kinetics of

aztreonam hydrolysis by CBL are elaborated here. The results of this study point to

characteristics of the aztreonam drug that are responsible for its slow hydrolysis.

Introduction

Enhanced sampling molecular dynamics (MD) techniques are widely used to model long

time scale chemical transformations occurring in molecular systems.1–3 In most of these tech-

niques, barrier crossing processes are accelerated by applying bias potentials along certain a

priori chosen coordinates (which are called collective variables or CVs in abbreviation here-

after).4–16 However, the efficiency of sampling is limited by the number of chosen CVs.17–19

In practical applications of popular enhanced sampling techniques such as metadynamics4

and umbrella sampling,20 the number of CVs is often restricted to two and seldom three

and above; see also Refs.21–24 and references therein. While modeling complex chemical

problems, such the enzymatic reactions considered in this work, one requires more than
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two CVs to be sampled. In enzymatic reactions, other than the main bond breaking and

bond formation conformational changes occurring at the active site, the changes in the side

chain conformations within the reaction timescale, structural changes of water molecules

in the active site, hydrogen bond breaking/formation events taking place in the reactive

center etc. contribute to the free energy estimates and to the mechanism of the reaction.

This necessitates sampling of more CVs to accelerate such conformational changes within

the simulation time. Several attempts have been made in the literature to overcome the

limitation of number of CVs in sampling. Such methods employ strategies such as replica

exchange based tempering,25,26 temperature acceleration of CVs,10,27 independent or differ-

ential sampling of low–dimensional CV space28–30 to construct high-dimensional free energy

surface and variational sampling.31,32

Here we focus on the approach we introduced recently called Temperature Accelerated

Sliced Sampling (TASS).30 The main aim here is to apply the TASS approach for sampling

large number of CVs for a realistic problem and to present its efficiency in using with ab

initio based MD simulations. In particular, here we report an extensive application of the

TASS approach in studying complex enzymatic reactions using computationally intensive

density functional theory (DFT) based hybrid quantum-mechanical/molecular mechanical

(QM/MM) MD simulations. One of the important features of the TASS method is that it

can explore broad and unbound free energy basins, which is frequently encountered in A+B

type of reactions (such as hydrolysis reaction) or reactions in weakly bound complexes (as

in a Michaelis complex).30,33

These features of the TASS method are as a result of combining high temperature sam-

pling and biased sampling in a special way. The bias potential in TASS composes of one–

dimensional umbrella sampling and one–dimensional metadynamics biases applied on differ-

ent CVs; see Fig. 1 for a schematic description of the TASS approach. The Lagrangian used
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in TASS is of the form

Lh
(
R, Ṙ, s, ṡ

)
= L0

(
R, Ṙ

)
(1)

−
n∑

α=1

[
1

2
µαṡ

2
α +

kα
2

(Sα(R)− sα)2
]

− W b
h (s1)− V b

h (s2, t)

+ bath(Ṙ;T ) + bath(ṡ; T̃ )

where L0 is the Lagrangian of the physical system. Here h = 1, · · · ,M is the index for

different copies of the system, differing in the umbrella bias potential

W b
h (s1) =

κh
2

(
s1 − s0,h1

)2
along the coordinate s1. Here the bias potential of an umbrella window h is centered at a

suitably chosen value s0,h1 . The collective variables {Sα} is the set of CVs which are functions

of nuclear coordinates R, and α = 1, · · · , n, with n ≥ 2. We define n auxiliary variables

{sα} which are coupled to {Sα} by harmonic potentials as shown in (1). A well-tempered

form of the bias potential V b
h (s2, t) is added15 where the bias potential is constructed as a

function of time by summing the Gaussian repulsive potentials of varying heights deposited

in discrete time intervals along s2(t):

V b(s2, t) =
∑
τ<t

wτ exp

[
−{s2 − s2(τ)}2

2(δs)2
.

]
(2)

The parameters wτ and δs control the height and the width of the individual Gaussian

functions deposited at time τ , and15

wτ = w0 exp

[
−V

b(s2, t)

kB ∆T

]
(3)

where w0 is the initial Gaussian height parameter, ∆T is the tempering parameter in the
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units of Kelvin, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Two temperature baths are introduced,

where the system variables are kept at a physically relevant temperature T , while the aux-

iliary degrees of freedom {s1, s2, · · · , sn} are maintained at a higher temperature T̃ . The

parameters {µα} and {kα} are selected in such a manner that adiabatic septation between

between the auxiliary and the physical subsystems is maintained and {Sα} and {sα} variables

follow each other.

In this way, the TASS approach accelerates the CVs by a combination of umbrella sam-

pling bias, metadynamics bias, and temperature. This approach is thus helpful to explore

high dimensional free energy landscapes by the virtue of temperature acceleration, and this

method becomes advantageous when the free energy basins are broad or unbound by the

virtue of umbrella restraints W b
h (s1) . In TASS, the free energy surface is computed as,

F (s) = − 1

β̃
ln P̃ (s) , (4)

akin to the temperature accelerated or driven-adiabatic free energy dynamics,2,10,27 where

β̃ = 1/(kBT̃ ) and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Here the probability P̃ (s) is computed in

a self consistent manner using the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM)34,35 as

P̃ (s) =

∑M
h=1 nhP̃h(s)∑M

h=1 nh exp[β̃fh] exp[−β̃W b
h (s1)]

, (5)

with

exp[−β̃fh] =

∫
ds1 exp[−β̃W b

h (s1)]P̃ (s) , (6)

and

P̃h(s
′) =

∫
dτ Ah(τ)

∏n
α δ(sα(τ)− s′α)∫

dτ Ah(τ)
, (7)
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having the reweighting factor12,36,37

Ah(τ) = exp
[
β̃
{
V b
h (s2(τ), τ)− ch(τ)

}]

with

c(t) =
1

β̃
ln

[ ∫
ds2 exp[β̃γV b(s2, t)]∫

ds2 exp[β̃ (γ − 1)V b(s2, t)]

]
,

and

γ = (T̃ + ∆T )/∆T ,

where ∆T is the tempering parameter in well-tempered metadynamics, as discussed before.

Using TASS QM/MM MD simulations, here we study the hydrolysis of aztreonam drug

molecule within the active site of a Class-C β-lactamase (CBL) bacterial enzyme, with

the aim to understand the molecular mechanism of such enzymatic reactions that result

in antibiotic resistance in bacteria. Antibiotic resistance has become a major concern in

the treatment of infectious diseases.38–43 Most of the antibacterial drugs are inhibitors of

penicillin binding proteins (PBPs) that are crucial for the biosynthesis of the bacterial cell

wall. Antibiotic resistance originates when bacteria acquire resistance against β–lactam

antibiotics by expressing β–lactamase enzymes that could catalyze the hydrolysis of β–lactam

antibiotics, thereby making the drugs ineffective.44,45

CBL enzymes are among the four classes (A,B,C,D) of β–lactamases classified based on

sequence similarity.46 CBLs are commonly found in Gram negative bacteria and they use a

serine residue present in their active site for catalyzing the hydrolysis of β–lactam antibiotics.

There are two main reaction steps in the hydrolysis of a drug molecule by CBL;47–49 see Fig.

2. (1) Acylation reaction: Michaelis complex (ES) undergoes acylation, wherein the active

site serine forms a covalent bond with a ring carbon to allow for opening of the β–lactam

ring by C-N bond breakage, forming EI. (2) Deacylation reaction: Covalent bond between
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the ring–opened drug and the serine in EI is cleaved by water mediated hydrolysis to form

EP.

Stability of the reaction intermediates and the free energy barriers for the elementary

steps influence the overall turnover of the drug hydrolysis reaction. If the deacylation step is

slow, especially in comparison to acylation and reverse acylation reactions, then the catalytic

serine remains covalently bound to the drug molecule for a long time. In such cases, the drug

substrate acts as an inhibitor for CBL, thus increasing the effectiveness of the drug. On the

other hand, if deacylation reaction proceeds quickly, the catalytic serine is unmasked rapidly,

thereby increasing the turnover of drug hydrolysis. For simplicity, the overall hydrolysis

reaction can be casted by the kinetic model,

E + S
k1
k−1

ES
k2
k−2

EI
k3

E + P

where E, S, and P are enzyme, substrate, and product, and ES and EI are enzyme-substrate

non-covalent and covalent complexes, respectively. For a substrate that is an inhibitor,

deacylation is slow and k3 < k2. Further, when k3 < k−2, then reverse acylation reaction

takes place as well and can influence the equilibrium concentrations of free substrate and

enzyme in solution.50

An understanding of the mechanism of the acylation and deacylation reactions and their

kinetics, can provide valuable inputs for the design of novel inhibitors for CBL.51,52 Several

experimental and theoretical studies, have contributed to the understanding that active site

residues such as Lys67, Tyr150, Asn152, Ala220, and Lys315 that are structurally adjacent to

the catalytic Ser64 play crucial roles in the catalytic process.53–57 Based on these studies,

numerous hypothesis have been put forth with regard to mechanism of hydrolysis. The

major challenge to understanding catalytic mechanism has been the identification of active

site CBL residues that act as the general base and as the proton donor during the acylation

and the deacylation steps.

Cephalothin is a fast hydrolyzing drug when catalyzed by CBL,58 and thus kcat ≈ k2 is

expected.59 To the contrary, aztreonam (Fig. 2b) is slowly hydrolyzed and deacylation is
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expected to be the rate determining step in its hydrolysis. Kinetic studies by Galleni et al.58

have shown that aztreonam behaves as a transient inhibitor of CBL. The slow hydrolysis of

aztreonam has been attributed to the acyl-enzyme EI complex blocking the entry of catalytic

water molecules.60 The role of SO2−
3 in slowing down the water entry to the active site is also

proposed.61 However, these proposals are in contradiction to the QM/MM MD simulation

data of CBL–aztreonam acyl–enzyme complex,62 where catalytic water was found within the

active site.62 Detailed mechanistic study of aztreonam deacylation and reverse acylation, and

computation of free energy barriers for these reactions are therefore important to scrutinize

the origins of the slow hydrolysis of aztreonam. This in turn could pave way in the design

of new inhibitors. In this respect, we investigate here the hydrolysis of aztreonam catalyzed

by CBL in great detail.

Mechanism and the free energy barriers for the acylation reaction ES→EI were reported

in our earlier study,62 and thus investigation of this step is not repeated here. In this

work, we simulate (a) EI→ES (reverse acylation) (b) EI →EP (deacylation), where EP is

the enzyme-product non-covalent complex. The latter reaction is performed in three steps:

(b.1) EI→EIb; (b.2) EIb→EI; (b.3) EIb→EP; see Fig. 3. The results of this study, in

combination with the knowledge of the mechanism and free energy barriers for acylation

reaction step from Ref.,62 we present the complete mechanism and kinetics of aztreonam

hydrolysis by CBL.

Methods and Models

Initial structure of the acyl-enzyme complex EI formed by aztreonam and CBL was taken

from our previous work,62 wherein the structure was formed after the metadynamics sim-

ulation of ES→EI and the ES structure was constructed based on the PDB ID 1FR6.63

The whole system was composed of the protein-drug complex solvated with 15041 TIP3P

water molecules, five Na+ and six Cl− ions, contained in a periodic simulation box of size
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87×82×70 Å3. Hybrid QM/MM canonical ensemble MD simulations were performed using

the CPMD/GROMOS interface program.64 Here, the side chains of Ser64, Lys67, Tyr150,

Lys315, aztreonam molecule, and four water molecules within the active site region were

treated using density functional theory (DFT). The rest of the protein was treated using

the param99 AMBER force-field65 and for the solvent molecules TIP3P water model was

employed. Bonds between QM and MM atoms at the boundaries are capped by H atoms.

The QM/MM boundaries were introduced between Cδ and Cε for Lys315 and Lys67, while

they were between Cα and Cβ for Ser64 and Tyr150. The capping H atoms were constrained

to stay along the QM–MM bond throughout the dynamics. The size of the QM supercell

was 27×21×21 Å3. The DFT computations were carried out using plane-wave basis set with

a plane-wave cutoff of 25 Ry for the wave function expansion. We chose the PBE66 den-

sity functionals as in our previous work.62 Ultrasoft pseudopotentials67 were used to treat

the core electrons of all the QM atoms. We used the QM/MM electronic coupling scheme

developed by Laio et al.,68 where the point charges of all the MM atoms within 15 Å of a

QM charge density was included to explicitly interact with the QM charge density. The rest

of the point charges of MM atoms were allowed to interact with the multipole expansion of

charge density up to the quadrapole. During MD simulations, all atoms, including those of

solvent, were allowed to move. However, while simulating the reverse acylation reaction, we

have applied restraints on the boundary QM water molecules such that they cannot exchange

with MM water molecules; see SI Section 1 for details. Nosé–Hoover chains thermostat69

was used to maintain the temperature at 300 K. Car–Parrinello MD was performed for QM

atoms.68,70 Orbital degrees of freedom were given a fictitious mass of 700 a.u. and the time

step for integrating the equations of motion was 0.125 fs.

We used the TASS method with the Lagrangian in Eqn.1, as implemented in the CPMD

code.30,64 The temperature of the auxiliary variables (T̃ ) was set to 1000 K using an over-

damped Langevin thermostat with a frictional coefficient of 0.4 fs−1. The parameters µα

and kα for all the variables were set to 50 a.m.u. and 1.2 × 103 kcal mol−1, respec-
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tively. The umbrella restraint potentials for all the umbrella windows were using κh =

4.5× 102 kcal mol−1 Å−2. Also, for every umbrella window, the bias V b(s2, t) was updated

every 19 fs and the other parameters related to this bias potential were w0 = 0.6 kcal mol−1,

δs = 0.05 , and ∆T = 2000 K. In our simulations, we used two types of CVs: distance

between two atoms A and B, d[A− B] and coordination number between an atom A and

a number of other atoms B1, · · ·Bm, C[A− {B1, · · · ,Bm}]. Description on the definition of

the coordination number CVs and the parameters used to define these functions are given

in SI Section 2. The other details of the chosen CVs will be discussed in the next section.

The free energy surfaces are computed using the Eqns.7 and 4.

Results

Reverse Acylation of the Acyl–Enzyme Complex

In order to understand the kinetics of hydrolysis of aztreonam catalyzed by CBL, it is

crucial to compare the free energy barrier of reverse acylation (EI→ES) with respect to

deacylation (EI→EP), i.e. to juxtapose k−2 and k3. For this we started our QM/MM

simulations with the EI structure. We realized that to simulate the reverse acylation reaction,

eight CVs would be appropriate (see Fig. 2b,c and Fig. 4b for labelling): a) distance

between AztN1 and AztC2, d[AztN1 − AztC2]; b) coordination number of AztN1 to its

hydrogen and hydrogen of W1, C[AztN1−{AztN1H1,W1H}], where W1 is the water molecule

that is found close to the drug molecule within the EI structure (see also Fig. 4b);62 c)

coordination number of W1O to its hydrogens, C[W1O −W1H]; d) coordination number

of W1O to hydrogen of AztN1, C[W1O − AztN1H1]; e) coordination number of Tyr150Oη

to hydrogens of W1 and hydrogen of AztN1, C[Tyr150Oη − {AztN1H1,W1H}]; f) distance

between Ser64Oγ to AztC2, d[Ser67Oγ − AztC2]; g) coordination number of Ser64Oγ to the

terminal protons of Lys67Nζ , C[Ser64Oγ−Lys67NζHζ ]; h) coordination number of Lys67Nζ to

its protons, C[Lys67Nζ−Lys67NζHζ ]. These CVs are based on the chemical intuition that the
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mechanism of EI→ES is along the same path (but in the reverse order) for ES→EI, which

was reported by us in our earlier work.62 All the eight CVs were kept at high temperature

(T̃ = 1000 K) to enhance their sampling, as discussed in the previous section. Among the

CVs chosen, d[AztN1−AztC2] coordinate was chosen for applying the umbrella bias potential.

Along this coordinate, umbrella windows were placed from 1.3 Å to 2.9 Å at an interval of

0.1 Å. As we foresee broad free energy landscape along this CV in the EI basin (due to

absence of a bond between AztN1 and AztC2), we chose this coordinate in the umbrella

sampling. The coordinate, C[AztN1 − {AztN1H1,W1H}] was sampled to accelerate the

proton transfer between AztN1 and water. We sampled this CV by applying metadynamics

bias potential, since a broad/unbound basin along this CV is not anticipated in the reactant

basin, but a substantially high barrier is expected to break the Azt N1–H1 bond. The choice

of CVs C[W1O − W1H] and C[W1O − AztN1H1] was to enhance the deprotonation and

protonation of W1. The CV, C[Tyr150Oη − {AztN1H1,W1H}], was selected to sample two

possible routes through which Tyr150 can take a proton from either W1 or AztN1. As the

formation of ES from EI involves breaking of the covalent bond between Ser67Oγ and AztC2,

we have chosen d[Ser67Oγ −AztC2] as another CV. A proton transfer from Lys67 to Ser64Oγ

is also expected62 considering the proximity of Lys67 and Ser64 in the EI structure. To

facilitate the protonation of Ser64Oγ and deprotonation of Lys67, we have enhanced sampled

the coordinates C[Ser64Oγ − Lys67NζHζ ] and C[Lys67Nζ − Lys67NζHζ ].

We were successful in simulating the reverse acylation with the above defined CVs using

the TASS method. The convergence of free energy barriers as a function of simulation length

per umbrella window is given in Table S2. The converged free energy surface projected

on the d[AztN1 − AztC2] and C[AztN1 − {AztN1H1,W1H}] coordinates is shown in Fig.

4a. The converged free energy barrier for EI → EIa was found to be 25.6 kcal mol−1.

Interestingly, during this reaction, an intermediate EIa was observed akin to our previous

report on acylation mechanism.62 In this intermediate, C2–SerOγ bond is not completely

broken, while the Azt N1–C2 bond formation has occurred and deprotonation of Azt N1 is
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complete. We find that the proton transfer to Tyr150Oη occurs through water molecule W1;

at first Azt N1H1 is transferred to W1 and simultaneously, a proton of W1 is transferred

to Tyr150Oη. Free energy barriers for EIa → ES and EIa → EI were also computed from

the same simulation and are 3.5 kcal mol−1 and 4.1 kcal mol−1, respectively. These results

are consistent with the acylation mechanism and free energy barriers reported previously.62

Also, from Fig. 4a it is clear that the reactant basin is broad along the d[AztN1 − AztC2],

as anticipated.

On analyzing the umbrella windows in the EI basin, we noted that the distance be-

tween Tyr150Oη and AztN1 is about 6 Å, and W1 water molecule is trapped between the

two residues. Thus, a direct proton transfer from AztN1 to Tyr150Oη could be ruled out.

Although, we have considered the possibility of a direct proton transfer from AztN1 to

Tyr150Oη, we could only find W1 mediated proton transfer mechanism in our simulation.

In accordance with the findings of Refs.,62,71 we observed frequent proton transfer between

Tyr150Oη and Lys67Nζ in the EI structure. While analyzing the trajectories, we observed

that Lys67 has higher probability of being protonated. As the reaction proceeds from EI

to EIa, the hydrogen bonding interactions between Lys67 and Tyr150Oη breaks, and the

protonated Lys67 makes hydrogen bonding interactions with Ser64. During the EIa→ES,

elongation in Ser64Oγ–Azt C2 bond was noticed, which was followed by proton transfer from

Lys67Nζ to Ser64Oγ, resulting in ES. We also find that in all the umbrella windows going

from EI→ES, Lys315 retains its hydrogen bonding interaction with Tyr150.

Mechanism of Deacylation Reaction

In the next step, we looked at the deacylation reaction, EI→EP, to estimate the free energy

barrier for the reaction. Deacylation of the EI complex is shown to take place in two steps

in the previous study.71 First step involves the formation of the tetrahedral intermediate

EIb, by the nucleophilic attack of W1 on Azt C2 after getting activated by Tyr150. In the

subsequent step, EIb→EP, a proton transfer to Ser64Oγ from Lys67 leads to the dissociation
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of the bond between Azt C2 and Ser64Oγ.

Tetrahedral Intermediate EIa Formation

We briefly reported earlier that this reaction step can be modeled efficiently using the TASS

method.30 Here we discuss the results of that simulation in detail.

A number of experimental studies have suggested that deprotonated form of Tyr150 acts

as the base in activating the hydrolyzing water molecule.57,63,72–76 On the other hand, the

works of Chen et al.77 and Kato-Toma et al.78 have favored the neutral form of Tyr150

in the EI structure. Based on the crystal structure of an ES intermediate, Shoichet and

coworkers suggested that either anionic Tyr150 or the substrate β-lactam N acts as the

base.74 Mobashery and coworkers also supported substrate–assisted hydrolysis mechanism

for deacylation, wherein the β–lactam N acts as the base.79 QM/MM computations by

Gherman et al. found a concerted mechanism, where Tyr150 activates the catalytic water

and the former transfers its proton to Lys67.
80 A computational study by Hata et al.81 also

concluded that Tyr150 is the general base while Lys67 is involved in proton transfer to Ser64.

Our recent work59 on cephalothin hydrolysis by CBL using QM/MM MD techniques also

confirmed the same deacylation mechanism.

To model the EI→EIb here, we have essentially followed the same mechanism as we found

for the deacylation of cephalothin by CBL71 where Tyr150 acts as the base that activates

hydrolyzing water molecule W1. This is based on the stable interaction between Tyr150 and

W1 throughout the equilibrium MD simulation of EI. We chose four CVs in order to simulate

EI→EIb (see Fig. 2b,c and Fig. 5c for labeling): a) coordination number of Tyr150Oη to

hydrogens of W1, C[Tyr150Oη −W1H]; b) distance between AztC2 and W1O, d[AztC2 −

W1O]; c) the distance Tyr150Oη to Lys67Nζ , d[Tyr150Oη−Lys67Nζ ]; d) the distance Tyr150Oη

to Lys315Nζ , d[Tyr150Oη − Lys315Nζ ]. All the four CVs were treated at high temperature

(1000 K). We chose the d[AztC2 −W1O] CV to enhance the formation of AztC2 −W1O

bond, i.e. the nucleophilic attack of W1 on Azt C2. This CV was selected for applying the
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umbrella restraint because in the reactant state, no bond exists between W1O and Azt C2,

and thus a broad basin is expected. We placed umbrella restraints from 1.3 Å to 5.1 Å

at an interval of 0.1 Å. We chose the C[Tyr150Oη − W1H] to accelerate the sampling of

W1H transfer to Tyr150Oη. This coordinate was enhanced sampled by metadynamics bias

because W1 is always found hydrogen bonded to Tyr150Oη, and thus we do not expect a

broad basin along this coordinate. In the equilibrium MD simulation of EI, proton transfer

between Lys67 and Tyr150 was frequently seen. Thus deprotonation of Tyr150 has to be

sampled in order to simulate the activation of W1 by Tyr150. In order to do that the CVs

d[Tyr150Oη −Lys67Nζ ] and d[Tyr150Oη −Lys315Nζ ] were taken here. These CVs could aid to

explore different conformations of Tyr150, Lys67, and Lys315 within the active site.

The EI→EIb reaction was observed successfully using the TASS method. The conver-

gence of the free energy barrier for this process was monitored by increasing the simulation

time of every umbrella window, and in 8 ps per umbrella window a satisfactory convergence

was achieved; see SI Table S3. The converged free energy surface projected into relevant

coordinates is shown in Fig. 5a and the free energy barrier for EI→EIb is 24.5 kcal mol−1.

As expected, the broad nature of the reactant basin along the coordinate d[AztC2 −W1O]

can be seen in Fig. 5a and thus these results again show the importance of using TASS in

modeling this reaction.

While analyzing the trajectories, we noticed that the hydrogen bonding interactions

between Lys67 and Tyr150 is broken as soon as the latter abstracts a proton from W1; this

is clear from different projections of the high-dimensional free energy landscape in Fig.

5b. Most importantly, we notice that Lys67 comes close to Ser64, which is stabilized by

the formation of hydrogen bonding interaction between Lys67 and Ala220. This highlights

the crucial role that Ala220 plays in facilitating the deacylation reaction. We made similar

observation during the mechanistic study of deacylation reaction of cephalothin catalyzed

by CBL.71 Interestingly, we find that the interactions between Lys315 and Tyr150 was broken

in the initial stages of the reaction. As a result of these structural changes, a second layer
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water molecule (W2) moved into the active site. Breaking of Tyr150 and Lys315 interaction

during the deacylation is consistent with the previous two studies.71,81

The Azt O9 was within the oxyanion hole formed by the backbone NH of Ser64 and Ser318

till W1 attacks Azt C2. After the attack of W1, the negative charge formed on O9 is stabilized

by Ser318 NH (backbone) and the substrate Azt N1–H interactions.

Along d[AztC2−W1O] coordinate, in the range of 5 Å to 2.5 Å, the free energy surface is

flat (see Fig. 5a,b), while for the distances less than 2.4 Å, free energy surface becomes quite

steep. The origin of this steepness is important to understand the factors contributing to

the origin of high deacylation barrier for aztreonam (compared to other non mono–bactam

drugs). Analyses show that W1 experience steric interactions with the methyl group at C4

of aztreonam, as W1 approaches C2. This can be seen in Fig. 5e, in a snapshot from an

umbrella window near the transition state of the reaction: van der Waals spheres on W1 and

methyl show overlap. It is interesting to note that the position of methyl group in aztreonam

is occupied by a H atom in other drug molecules such as cephalosporins which are known to

deacylate quickly. Previously, on the basis of crystal structure, it was inferred that methyl

group at C4 blocks the attack of hydrolytic water to the ester linkage by providing steric

hindrance.82 This is in agreement with our computations.

Dissociation of EIb to EI

For a qualitative understanding of the overall kinetics of hydrolysis, we need to compute

the free energy barriers for the dissociation of EIb, i.e. the barriers for both EIb→EI and

EIb→EP. In this section, we present the results of our simulation of EIb→ EI using the

TASS method. Although, this barrier can be obtained from the free energy surface Fig. 5a

of EI→ EIb, we recomputed this by an independent simulation to affirm the results. For

this simulation, we chose five CVs (see Fig. 2b,c for labeling): (a) the distance of Tyr150Oη

to W1O, d[Tyr150Oη −W1O]. (b) coordination number of W1O to the hydrogen which was

transferred to Tyr150Oη during the formation of EIb, C[W1O−W1H]; (c) distance between
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AztC2 and W1O, d[AztC2 −W1O]; (d) the distance of Tyr150Oη to Lys67Nζ , d[Tyr150Oη −

Lys67Nζ ]; (e) the distance Tyr150Oη and Lys315Nζ , d[Tyr150Oη − Lys315Nζ ]. Out of the five,

the last three CVs (c)-(e) were also used in the simulation for EI→EIb (in the previous

section). The CV, d[Tyr150Oη −W1O] was chosen to simulate different orientations of water

molecule W1 with respect to Tyr150. C[W1O −W1H] was chosen as a CV to accelerate

proton transfer from Tyr150Oη to water. Although we don’t expect a broad reactant well

along the d[AztC2 −W1O] coordinate, we chose to apply the umbrella bias potential along

this coordinate for a better control on the reaction sequence and to avoid exchange of water

molecules W1 and W2 (where W2 is the water molecule which diffused into the active site

after the formation of EIb). Metadynamics bias was applied along the C[W1O − W1H]

coordinate. Other technical details of this TASS simulation are the same as that we used

for modeling EI→EIb.

We could model the reaction successfully using the TASS method. Reconstructed free

energy surface is shown in Fig. 6. In this simulation, we did not sample EI exhaustively as

we were only interested in computing the barrier for EIb→EI. The converged free energy

barrier for the EIb→ EI reaction is 3.6 kcal mol−1. The estimate for this barrier from Fig.

5a is also nearly the same (3.5 kcal mol−1).

Formation of EP from EIb

Proton transfer to Ser64Oγ is the final step involved in the deacylation of the acyl–enzyme

complex EIb. To model this reaction in a TASS simulation, we considered three CVs: (a)

distance between Ser64Oγ and AztC2, d[Ser64O−AztC2]; (b) coordination number of Ser64Oγ

to the terminal protons of Lys67Nζ , C[Ser64Oγ − Lys67NζHζ ]; (c) coordination number of

AztO9 to the proton of AztN1; Here, d[Ser64O − AztC2] was chosen to accelerate bond

breaking between Ser64Oγ and AztC2 and we applied umbrella bias along this coordinate.

Umbrella windows were placed from 1.3 Å to 2.8 Å at an interval of 0.1 Å. The coordinate

C[Ser64Oγ − Lys67NζHζ ] was chosen to accelerate the proton transfer from Lys67 to Ser64,
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and this coordinate was chosen for applying the metadynamics bias potential. The third CV

was chosen to disturb the oxyanion-hole present in the EIb structure, where the AztO9 is in

hydrogen bonding interaction with the proton of AztN1, which stabilizes this intermediate.

We successfully simulated this process using above defined set of CVs and barrier asso-

ciated for this process is 6.5 kcal mol−1 (Fig. 7c). We have seen proton transfer from Lys67

to Ser64Oγ followed by the breakage of C2–Oγ bond.

The reconstructed free energy surface from TASS simulation is given in Fig. 7a. The free

energy barrier for this process is found to be 6.5 kcal mol−1, which differs only by 1 kcal mol−1

to the free energy barrier computed using a conventional MTD simulation (7.5 kcal mol−1;

see SI Section 4.

Conclusions and Discussions

Based on the results of this study, combined with our earlier results for acylation,62 we

predict the overall mechanism and kinetics of aztreonam hydrolysis by CBL. From Fig. 8,

the effective free energy barrier for the deacylation step EI→EP is 27.5 kcal mol−1 while

that for the reverse-acylation step EI→ES is 25.6 kcal mol−1. These barriers are higher than

that for the acylation (ES→EI), which is 22 kcal mol−1. It is clear from the free energy

profile in Fig. 8 that the effective free energy barrier for EI→ES is nearly the same as that

for EI→EP. To be exact, the free energy barrier for EI→EP is slightly larger than EI→ES

, which implies that acylation of aztreonam is reversible. However, the free energy barriers

for these two competing decay routes differ only by 2 kcal mol−1, which is close to the error

in the methods we used.62 Thus more careful experimental kinetics study would be necessary

to verify the reversibility of acylation. In fact, reverse acylation is reported for inhibitors

such as avibactam with CBL and other beta-lactamases.61

On comparing these results with the deacylation kinetics for cephalothin,62 as in our

previous study (using the same QM/MM techniques), we deduce that hydrolysis of aztre-
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onam, in particular, the deacylation step, is slower than that of cephalothin. This is also in

agreement with the experimental kinetics results.50,58 The free energy profile in Fig. 8 shows

that deacylation step is the rate determining step in the aztreonam hydrolysis, implying

that kcat ≈ k3, if deacylating, else kcat ≈ k−2 if reverse-acylating. On the other hand, for

cephalothin hydrolysis, our earlier study found that acylation step is the rate-determining,

and kcat ≈ k2. These results affirm the special nature of the aztreonam drug and indicate

that the drug behaves as a transient inhibitor for CBL. Analysis shows that the origin of slow

deacylation in aztreonam is due to the stereochemistry of the methyl substitution at AztC4.

During deacylation, W1 approaches AztC2 at distances less than 2.4 Åwhen W1 faces steric

hindrance from the methyl group at AztC4. This makes nucleophilic attack of W1 a slower

process in the case of aztreonam compared to that of cephalothin. We note in passing that

in cephalothin H atom is occupying the position of the methyl group in aztreonam. This is

an important result as it demonstrates that methyl substitution at the C4 position can slow

down the deacylation reaction.

Overall, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the TASS method in combination with

hybrid QM/MM simulations to obtain insights on the mechanism and kinetics of hydrolysis of

aztreonam drug catalyzed by CBL. The efficiency of TASS method in the exploration of high

dimensional free energy surfaces can be seen in the cases of reverse acylation and deacylation

reactions where more than 3 CVs were used for enhanced sampling. Most importantly, we

are able to achieve reliable free energy estimates that converge systematically with simulation

time. Quick convergence in the free energy estimates is by the virtue of enhanced sampling

of large number of CVs. We hope that the technical details of TASS simulations and choice

of CVs given here will be useful for the future application of the TASS method to study

enzymatic reactions using QM/MM based MD simulations.
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of the TASS Lagrangian for a case with three CVs S1,
S2, and S3 is given. In a replica h, umbrella sampling bias potential Wh is applied on the
auxiliary variable s1, and metadynamics bias potential (Vb) is applied on s2. Moreover, all the
auxiliary variables {sα} are connected to a thermostat with inverse temperature β̃ = 1/kBT̃
and the physical system is thermostatted to an inverse temperature β = 1/kBT . We choose
β̃ << β. Steps involved in getting the combined Boltzmann probability distribution of {sα},
P (s), using their biased trajectories from different replicas h = 1, · · · ,M is also shown.
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Figure 2: a) General mechanism of hydrolysis of a β-lactam antibiotic (blue in color) cat-
alyzed by CBL. The reaction involves acylation (ES→EI) and deacylation (EI→EP) reac-
tions. Here B represents a basic residue within the active site of the enzyme. b) Structure
of aztreonam drug; Atom numbers labeled here are used in the main text. c) EI structure
is shown here and certain atom labels are indicated. Here the arrows correspond to the
mechanism of deacylation reaction studied here.
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Figure 3: Proposed mechanism of acylation and deacylation reactions of aztreonam by CBL.
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Figure 4: (a) Projected nine dimensional free energy landscape for the reaction EI→ES;
Contour lines are drawn for every 2 kcal mol−1. Here d[AztN1 − AztC2] is in Å. Subfigures
(b), (c), and (d) show representative snapshots of EI, EIa, and ES from the QM/MM
trajectory. Atom colors: S (yellow), O (red), N (blue), C (black), H (white). Protein
backbone is represented as transparent ribbons.
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Figure 5: (a) and (b) are the two different projections of the five dimensional free energy
landscape as obtained from TASS simulation formation of tetrahedral complex; Contour lines
are drawn at every 1 kcal mol−1.30 Subfigures (c) and (d) show representative snapshots
of EI1 and EIb from the trajectory of this simulation, respectively. (e) Snapshot from
umbrella window at 2 Å showing steric interaction of CH3 with W1. Here the green and
orange transparent spheres of radius 2 Å and 1.52 Å are drawn on O atom of W1 and C atom
of CH3, respectively, based on their van der Waals radius. Atom colors: S (yellow), O (red),
N (blue), C (black), H (white) ; protein backbone is represented as transparent ribbons.
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Figure 6: A two–dimensional projection of six dimensional free energy surface as obtained
from TASS simulation for EIb → EI. Distance CV is in Å. Contour values are drawn at
an interval of 1 kcal mol−1.
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Figure 7: (a) Reconstructed 4–dimensional free energy surface as obtained from the TASS
simulation of EIb → EP; (b) 3–dimensional projection of the 4–dimensional free energy
landscape; (c) Reconstructed free energy landscape computed from conventional MTD sim-
ulations; Here, distance CVs are in Å; Contour lines are drawn at every 1 kcal mol−1; (d)
and (e) show snapshots of EIb and EP from the TASS simulation. Atom colors: S (yellow),
O (red), N (blue), C (black), H (white) ; protein backbone is represented by transparent
ribbons.
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Figure 8: Free energy profile for the aztreonam hydrolysis catalyzed by CBL. Barrier for
ES to EI is taken from.62 Here, dotted line represents that the barrier is not computed in
this work.
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